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Abstract With the increasing interest in large-scale, highresolution and real-time geographic information system
(GIS) applications and spatial big data processing, traditional GIS is not efficient enough to handle the required loads
due to limited computational capabilities.Various attempts
have been made to adopt high performance computation
techniques from different applications, such as designs
of advanced architectures, strategies of data partition and
direct parallelization method of spatial analysis algorithm,
to address such challenges. This paper surveys the current
state of parallel GIS with respect to parallel GIS architectures, parallel processing strategies, and relevant topics. We
present the general evolution of the GIS architecture which
includes main two parallel GIS architectures based on high
performance computing cluster and Hadoop cluster. Then we
summarize the current spatial data partition strategies, key
methods to realize parallel GIS in the view of data decomposition and progress of the special parallel GIS algorithms.
We use the parallel processing of GRASS as a case study.
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We also identify key problems and future potential research
directions of parallel GIS.
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1 Introduction
With the rapid advancements in information communications and technologies (ICT), such as grid computing [43,72],
cloud computing [70,71,73], green computing, data centre
computing [9,75], high performance computing [37], and
earth observation technologies [74,80], geographic information system (GIS) has developed as a useful tool and
technology for geospatial data process and data applications
[4]. GIS is widely used in various fields, such as resource
survey, environmental assessment, disaster prediction, land
management, urban planning [27].
In recent years, with the increasing of spatial data acquisition methods, the rapidly growing geospatial data has become
an important part of the big data stream, Meanwhile, what
GIS processes has developed from single mapping data to
spatial big data. Big data, simply refers to the data whose
size is too huge to be processed and interpreted by the usual
methods. While, a large proportion of big data is likely to
be geographically referenced and may be real time, which
is called big geo data [24,28,30] or spatial big data [13,63].
Apart from the feature of geographic location, spatial big
data is also characterized by three Vs: volume (or bigness),
velocity (or timeliness), variety (or the disparate nature of its
sources). Due to the explosive growth of big spatial data,
complex and large-scale algorithms, demanding real-time
response requirement, etc, traditional GIS is limited by the
capability of spatial computing technologies, which become
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a major bottleneck and challenge to storage and processing
in GIS field.
To address the challenges due to the demands in computational requirement to process complicated algorithms and
data storage, high performance computing is generally considered to be an effective solution [50,51,89,90]. Parallel
GIS [33] has emerged as a promising solution to increase
computation capacities for massive spatial data processing
and large-scale applications. The construction of a parallel
GIS consists of three steps: Firstly, one needs to design the
advanced parallel architecture and parallel strategies from
the system level; Secondly, one needs to design data partition
strategies and efficient parallel database to realize the parallel
processing of vector and raster data typically used in sophisticated offline analysis; Thirdly, one has to adopt numerical
or task parallel methods to realize spatial analysis algorithms parallelization to improve the operation efficiency.
High performance computation techniques, such as designs
of advanced architectures [1,84], strategies of data partition
[46,92], and direct parallelization methods of spatial analysis
algorithm [33], have been applied to address the limitations
of existing GIS architecture. The importance of the area,
parallel GIS, is evident in the increasing focus of research
funding in recent years. For example, national high technology research and development program of China (863
program) launched the project of high performance GIS for
new architecture platform [49]. The project focuses on the
construction of GIS architecture, parallel strategies, parallelization of GIS algorithm, and other related areas. Despite
the increasing importance of this topic, there is a lack of
a comprehensive literature review. Therefore, in this paper,
we seek to contribute to this knowledge gap by presenting an overview of the state-of-the-art advances in parallel
GIS.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we
outline the evolution of the GIS architecture. In Sect. 3, we
summarize the current spatial data partition strategies, which
are an important method to realize parallel GIS. Next, briefly
describe the parallel processing algorithms for GIS in Sect. 4,
as well as presenting a case study involving CRASS (an open
source GIS software), in Sects. 4 and 5, respectively. Finally,
key challenges and potential research directions of parallel
GIS are presented in Sect. 6. The last section concludes this
paper.

2 Architecture evolution of geographical
information systems
At the beginning of 1960s, Tomlinson proposed the concept of GIS and built the first GIS—Canadian geographical
information system (CGIS) in the world [68]. GIS comprises
multiple techniques, including geography, cartography, com-
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Fig. 1 Architecture evolution of GIS

puter technology, database technology, communication network technology and spatial information technology. With
the development of computing mode, the system architecture of GIS evolved from the host-based centralized
computing GIS structure, distributed computing GIS structures based on client/server (C/S) or browser/server (B/S),
to service-oriented distributed GIS architecture and parallel
GIS architecture (see Fig. 1).

2.1 Earlier architecture
GIS became popular in the 1970s, and mainly consisted of
host and peripheral devices. Host-based centralized GIS [42]
is simple but lacks sharing and computing capabilities.
To overcome the inherent limitations of the host-based
centralized GIS architecture, the distributed GIS architecture
based on the C/S [7,16] model became popular in the 1980s.
The earlier distributed model consists of a local area network,
which includes a multi-user shared server, and user client
devices (e.g. computers). The C/S model is a semi-closed
system structure, where spatial data can be shared. This is,
perhaps, the most mature and known GIS architecture to date.
As web-based computing became more popular in the
1990s, GIS architecture evolved to the three-layers B/S architecture, also known as WebGIS [3]. WebGIS is a change in
GIS system architecture, which makes the GIS enter into the
spatial data services from the spatial data management, so
that GIS applies from the level of department, enterprise into
the socialization.

2.2 The overview of service-oriented distributed GIS
architecture
With the increase of spatial data and the growing demand for
the large-scale processing, GIS system architecture developed towards two diversification. On one hand, with the rise
of new types of distributed service-oriented computing model
of grid computing and cloud computing, grid GIS and cloud
GIS began to develop to eliminate the resource and information island of traditional GIS. On the other hand, with the
development of parallel computing, parallel GIS was born,
dedicating to provide fast computing power for GIS.
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2.2.1 Grid GIS
Grid computing is the collection of computer resources from
multiple locations to reach a common goal. Just like the grid
computing, grid GIS [58,64] can integrate multiple distributed and heterogeneous computers, spatial data server, large
search storage systems, GIS, virtual reality system with highspeed network to form a super processing environment with
virtual spatial information resources for the same username.
Comparing with the traditional WebGIS that emphasizes to
realize data sharing by the existing network, grid GIS stresses
the common resource sharing, achieving real independence
with the platform. The features of grid GIS are huge amounts
of data distributed storage, high sharing of the spatial data and
GIS service, self-regulating of each grid node and autonomy,
high performance computing ability.
Generally, grid GIS adopts three-layer structure, consisting of application layer, grid service layer and data resources
layer. The typical grid GIS is CyberGIS [56,76,77], which
can access to the national science foundation terragrid and
the open science grid, and can also process big spatial data.
2.2.2 Cloud GIS
Cloud computing is a kind of internet-based computing,
where shared resources and information are provided to computers and other devices on-demand, which is an effective
method to deal with big data. With the high computing
capability and convenient operation management provided
by Laas and Paas, cloud GIS [8] encapsulates the processing of vast amounts of geospatial data, corresponding query
retrieve and geographic information processing functions as
standard web services. Therefore, cloud GIS can provide the
GIS application for all types of users, which is convenient,
quick, stable, reliable, elastic, on-demand deployment under
the support of cloud computing technology [83].
Currently, the main two could GIS platforms include
ArcGIS online and SuperMap iServer 7C, both adopt fourlayer cloud architecture, which are mainly similar. For
example, the ArcGIS could can be divided into services
portal layer, service management layer, resource pool layer,
infrastructure layer [47]. Besides, Another typical cloud platform, MapGIS 10 adopts the unique T–C–V three-layer
software structure, which incudes the terminal application
layer (T layer), cloud computing layer (C layer) and the virtual equipment layer (V layer) [81].
2.3 The overview of parallel GIS architecture
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GIS arises at such historic moment, dedicating to provide
computing ability for vast spatial data processing and largescale GIS applications.
Generally, the parallel GIS system architecture refers to
the one based on cluster. Cluster is a method of using multimachine high performance platform and high-speed switch
to connect the cluster nodes. At present, the most common
cluster includes HPC cluster and Hadoop cluster. The corresponding parallel GIS system architecture is mainly divided
into parallel GIS architecture based on HPC cluster and based
on Hadoop. In addition, there are other parallel GIS architectures which are few studied, such as CudaGIS [88].
2.3.1 Parallel GIS based on HPC cluster
HPC cluster is large-scale clustering system with high-speed
switch, high-speed storage and high-speed processing nodes,
adopting multi-core, multi-CPU and GPU technology to
speedup computation. With large memory capacity and highspeed disk array system for data storage, cluster’s software
is fully compatible with a variety of Linux systems, most of
which can support the message passing interface (MPI) and
is acted as the cluster scheduling system.
In 1998, Healey put forward a ideal parallel GIS system
structure based on the MPI, whose structure is composed of
three layers [33], including MPI, parallel utility library (PUL)
and GIS algorithms library. It is completely schemed on the
MPI, with which the bottom can realize the data exchange and
control information between the parallel nodes. The middle
PUL, which is the core part of parallel GIS, mainly provides
a unified general parallel processing interface for parallel
GIS algorithms standing in the descend layer. The upper
GIS library fully realizes parallel GIS algorithms Library.
Healey’s architecture adopted layered idea, each layer only
focusing on their own functions, without interference. The
structure has been gradually becoming the typical parallel
GIS architecture in follow-up studies and showed as Fig. 2.
With the application of parallel file system and job
scheduling, the architecture of parallel GIS system based on

Application
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Parallel Utility Library

Core
Layers

Message Passing Interface
Operating System/Communication

With the invalidation of Moore’s law, computing technology
begins to develop towards the direction of multi-core and
multi-CPU, which makes parallel method necessary to solve
massive geospatial data processing. The concept of parallel
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Fig. 2 Healey’s ideal architecture of parallel GIS
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cluster is gradually improved. At early time, Jin [39] presented a parallel GIS system architecture of four layers based
on the Rocks cluster,which takes parallel task decomposition,
parallel file system and task scheduling into consideration.
Recently, to meet the requirement of multi-users concurrent access on WebGIS and large data updating on internet,
Guo putted forward a high performance computing WebGIS
model (HPCWM) [31], which is a five-layer structure including distributed massive spatial database layer, GIS server
layer, cluster scheduling management layer, GIS web service layer and application layer. Both of them can perfect
well in the area of massive spatial data fast network publishing, concurrent performance optimization, and visualization,
etc.

Zhong designed vegaGIS spatio-temporal data engine
(VegaSTDE) [92] based on the cloud computing platform and
the Hadoop platform, which used cluster technology, distributed storage and parallel processing technology. VegaSTDE
includes VegaStore (spatiotemporal data distributed storage
middleware), VegaIndexer (distributed spatiotemporal index
middleware), VegaProcessor (parallel spatiotemporal query
processing middleware) and VegaCache (spatiotemporal data
objects distributed cache middleware). VegaSTDE effectively solves the performance bottleneck problems of storage
access and query processing of the existing data management
systems.

2.3.2 Parallel GIS based on Hadoop cluster

With the development of computation patterns, GIS system has experienced the traditional architecture to the new
ones. The GIS architecture is mainly based on hierarchical
structure. The service-oriented distributed GIS provides a
comparatively perfect spatial information service function
from different angles, and improves the GIS parallel computing ability on a macro-scale. While, parallel GIS focuses
on solving the problem of huge amounts of spatial data as
an independent computing resources node on micro scale,
providing computational support for grid GIS, cloud GIS as
the extension node and realizing specific GIS application as
an independent system. The summary of the new GIS architectures is showed as Table 1.

Hadoop cluster is cluster system based on the ordinary commercial computer and network equipment, with Hadoop
distributed file system (HDFS) and parallel computing architecture named MapReduce. It is relatively in low cost and is
widely used in the data analysis in the internet. Hadoop has
grown rapidly in recent years, thus high performance GIS
based on it also gained rapid development in these years.
And parallel GIS based on Hadoop is the main solution for
big spatial data processing.
Hadoop-GIS, developed by Aji [1], is an extensible highperformance spatial data warehouse, with the platform of
Hadoop, which can support huge amounts of data query.
Hadoop-GIS consists of the five parts: data partition, data
storage, QLsp query language, query transformation, query
engine. Hadoop-GIS realized the fast query of massive
spatial data by using various technologies, such as data presplit technology, real time spatial query engine (RESQUE),
implicit parallel query algorithm based on the Map-Reduce,
boundary special processing strategy. The architecture of
Hadoop-GIS is showed in Fig. 3.
Querying System
QLSP Query Language
Cmd Line Interface

SP

QL

Query Engine

Tile Spatial
Indexes

HDFS

Fig. 3 Architecture of Hadoop-GIS
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Algorithm parallelization usually adopts two ways to partition the problems as the sub-problem, including data
decomposition and functional decomposition [21]. Data
decomposition refers to partition the data to different nodes
and each node processes its data block using the same action.
The operation of the most of GIS algorithms are relatively
simple whereas the amount of data is huge, therefore data
partition is usually preferred.
3.1 The decomposition strategy of raster data
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Global Spatial
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3 The spatial data parallel partition strategy
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Iput Data

2.4 The summary of GIS architectrue development
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The raster data has a lot of dividing methods. For each dividing method, the divided sub-data should be combined in the
original order. Usually the raster data is averagely divided
and each sub-data needs the same computing resources and
at the same time, minimizing the communication of sub-data
among processors.
The raster data mainly has four partition ways: regular decomposition, irregular decomposition, scattered spatial
decomposition and task farm. The regular decomposition
aims at the balance problem, namely the processing time only
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Table 1 Features of the new GIS architecture model
Architecture
model

Typical software

Advantages

Shortages

Application scene

Grid GIS

CyberGIS, ASU

Taking advantage of distributive
resource and data from internet to
solve the interoperability between
heterogeneous systems and share the
spatial data GIS services

Need to develop complex
scheduling model for
developer; Could not
make full use of network
resources

Scientific research

Cloud GIS

ArcGIS Online,
ESRI

In the way of network service, to
provide the ability of storage and
computing, also can create new
applications; To reduce the business
demand of the user and the workload
of the developer; High resource
utilization and low network burden

Lack of data security and
privacy; Higher
requirements for the
network for online
operation

The location and spatial
service to the public

Parallel GIS
based on
HPC

HiGIS, NUDT,
China

Strong computing power, suitable for
complex operations, can achieve a
variety of characteristics of the GIS
computing tasks

High requirements for
developers; High cost;
Poor scalability

Scientific research

Parallel GIS
based on
Hadoop

HadoopGIS,
Emory Univ.

To achieve high performance
architecture at a lower cost; High
scalability, high reliability; Low
requirements for developers

Only suitable for data
intensive computing and
non real time operation

Common solution in big
data processing,
especially in spatial data
storage and management

relies on the size of every sub-raster block (SRB) and not its
contents, including horizontal stripe, vertical stripe, rectangular block. The regular decomposition consists of two ways,
PUL-RD decomposition which is a trade-off between dividing the SRB into rectangular and minimizing the perimeter,
and heuristic decomposition [46] which is is a trade-off
between dividing the SRB into rectangular and minimizing
the perimeter.
The rest of other three methods aim at the unbalanced
problem. Irregular decomposition retains the way of each
process processes the SRB in the regular decomposition, and
Fig. 4 shows irregular decomposition compared with regular decomposition. while the scattered spatial decomposition
and the task farm achieve dynamic balances by dividing multiple SRBs to processes. The feature of the four dividing
method as shown in Table 2.

3.2.1 The vector partition strategy based on geometry
object
Geometry object partition is the simplest strategy for vector
data, which divides the same number of objects into the individual computing nodes. It does not always keep the balance
on each nodes and serval experts want to improve it. Yang
[84] proposed a data partition method of vector equilibrium
target set, considering the task balance and load balancing
needs. The vector data are evenly divided into p parts according to the number of the process p target set (number of n),
and each process gets the n/p vector of target set. The vector
target set is based on the geometry entity, as a result, the partition strategy is a kind of partition way based on the object.
Such partition strategy which considers load balance, however, it is not sensitive to the space and is not suitable for
popularization.

3.2 The decomposition strategy of vector data

3.2.2 The partition strategy based on strip

Vector data has not yet gained acceptable rules for data
partition, because of its complex structure and compact topological relationship between objects. Under the support of
GIS-PAL, Sloan, Healey and others adopt three steps including separately the sorting, merging, entity attributes partition
to do the vector data partition [65]. Up to now, the data partition methods can be summarized into three groups, they are
vector partition strategies based on geometry object, strip and
grid.

In the parallelization of the GIS algorithm and the partition
strategy of the vector data, the parallel architectures Laboratory for GIS in University of Edinburgh is the most typical
and the most successful. Healey et al. proposed a segmentation approach based on banding using region partition to
divide the vector data into strips, which are orthogonal or
parallel to sweep direction. Each strip is then sent to the each
compute node to participate in the parallel computing. This
approach has been in the frontier of parallel GIS.
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Fig. 4 Regular and irregular
decomposition of raster data a
PUL-RD partitioning, b
heuristic partitioning, C
irregular decmoposition

(A)

(B)

(C)

Table 2 Decomposition features of raster data
Decomposition
mode

Decomposition feature

Advantages

Shortages

Regular
decomposition

Each process receive one SRB that
contain the same amount of data

Easy to achieve; maintain the
data volume balance better

Not suitable the algorithm whose
processing time is sensitive to
the contents of pixels

Irregular
decomposition

According to the complexity of the data,
each SRB has the same amount of
calculation but different amount of data
size

The overheads in
defined-extent, iterative
algorithms would be lower
than in the alternatives ones

The preliminary analysis is
necessary but difficult, and can
not change the distribution

Scattered spatial
decomposition

Entails decomposition into a large number
of SRBs of the same size. Each process
has the same number of SRBS

The SRBs needing more
intensive processing are
distributed evenly

The additional fragmentation
may lead to additional
messaging

Task farm

Decomposes the data set into a number of
SRBs with different size. In this case,
each Worker process holds one SRB at a
time, and requests its next SRB on
completion of processing of the
previous SRB

Little analysis is required by
the source process,
load-balancing is achieved

The additional fragmentation
may lead to additional
messaging

3.2.3 The vector partition strategy based on grid
Map-Reduce of Hadoop platform requires similar structure
of each data block, so, it is especially strict with the vector partition strategy and usually divides the spatial data into
grids. Zhong [92] designed a vector-based spatio-temporal
data block structure (VBS) based on the space grid division.
Therefore, a spatial data set is expressed as a data file composed of several VBS blocks. The Hadoop-GIS [1] also build
its own sub block structure based on the division strategy of
grid. Additionally, The partition of Hadoop-GIS considers
the objects across regions. Comparatively speaking, grid is a
two-dimensional partition, and it is more easily reached the
spatial balance than the one-dimensional partition such as
geometry object and strip.
3.3 The data partition strategy based on the parallel
database
Parallel database system is the new generation of database
system with high performance, based on massively parallel
processing (MPP) and cluster parallel computing environment.The partition strategy of the parallel database is put
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forward, in order to solve data skew phenomenon (that is,
the data block is distributed uneven in the disk), which is an
effective method of improving the query efficiency of parallel
spatial database.
Oracle spatial database provides a data partition strategy
based on space position, similar to the process of building a
grid index on the data set, and adopting the rotation method
to map each grid to each node. Oracle’s strategy is simple but result in storage capacity imbalance. Aimed to the
imbalance problem, Zhou [93] put forward a spatial data partition method based on Hilbert space filling curve hierarchical
decomposition, Wang [78] proposed another massive spatial
data partition strategy, based on the Hilbert space permutation code from the perspective of spatial clustering, while Jia
[38] raised a spatial data partition method according to the
K-average clustering algorithm.
The parallel database partition strategies mainly belong
to the static partition and do the division based on welldistributed data amount. They are easy to cause space
assembling entity hard to segmented, thereby can reduce the
entity aggregation after group. Most of the partition strategies deal with point instead of the surface in gather, which
have some shortcoming when applied in regional scale.
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3.4 The summary of spatial data parallel partition
strategy
Among the four partition ways of raster data, regular decomposition is simple and clear, and it also has a direct mapping
relationship with the row or line of image. So, regular decomposition, especially horizontal strip, is the most widely used
one.
Among the three partition methods of vector data, although
the strategy based on geometry object is simple, but its data
volume balance is poor, and does not consider the spatial relationship of each object, so its partition effect is weak. The
strategy based on strip is put forward earlier, but the spatial
relationship between the strips is maintained well, and it is
widely used in the parallelization based on MPI. While, the
strategy based on grid, is further improved in the spatial relation, and is mainly adopted in the spatial big data storage and
parallel spatial query.
Between the two partition methods of parallel database,
the strategy based on curve is worse than the strategy based
on cluster in terms of balance, while is better than the other
in terms of computing time.

4 Parallel spatial analysis algorithms in GIS
As early as 1991, Richard and Steve led the study of the GIS
parallel computing model and parallel computing algorithms.
The most direct way to parallel the spatial analysis algorithms
is analyzing the principle of the algorithms and adopting the
suitable method, no matter data decomposition or functional
decomposition are adopted. Data and data structure is the
foundation and core of GIS. Vector and raster are the most
basic data structure of GIS, which have their own advantages
and disadvantage. A library of GIS serial algorithms of vector
and raster has emerged in recent years, providing support for
the foundation of GIS software and the various application.
4.1 Parallel algorithms of vector data
Research on parallel algorithms of vector data has been about
20 years, however, only the simple and typical spatial analysis algorithm has been parallelized, such as the shortest path
analysis, superposition analysis and network analysis. In
view of application, the vector algorithms can be divided
into spatial index construction, spatial relationship computation and query analysis, buffer analysis, overlay analysis,
network analysis.
The spatial index is a directory of the spatial dataset, aim
to improve the efficiency of locating a geometry object in
the collection. The performance of spatial index algorithm is
very important, which directly determines the efficiency of
spatial data concurrent visit, and is the key factor to solve the
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problem of spatial big data retrieval, query and visit. Based
on the R tree, a variety of improved R tree is proposed, such
as MXR-R tree [41], MCR-tree [62], GPR-tree, DPR-tree
[86], Parallel R tree index [69], Upgraded Parallel R-tree
[45], AP-n*mD R-tree [10] and HCMPR-tree [91].
The spatial relations mainly describe the geometry and
topo relations between the spatial objects, such as containing,
convered, crosses, disjoint etc, and provide the basic theory
and methods for the analysis of GIS. The serial algorithm
performance has been basically achieved perfection [18,22,
48], but studies of spatial relations parallel algorithms rarely
seen in the literature. The parallel methods mianly focus on
the data partition strategy, such as the partition strategy based
on geomtry [84].
Buffer analysis is one of the important spatial analysis
functions of GISwhich automatically bulid some polygons
of a certain width around the specified geometric objects.
The current parallel studies mainly focus on data parallel. In
order to avoid the low computational efficiency of complex
data structure and huge data amount, Yao [85] adopted the
division method of layers or data sets, dividing each data set
to different computer nodes, and the result of combined calculation is the buffer zone. This parallel method only fit the
application that multiple data sets work together. Pang [57]
adopted the division method of geometry object, dividing different objects to each computing node, but the corresponding
overlap operation was not mentioned. Fan [19] also used the
idea of data parallel and MPI model to improved the parallel
efficiency of buffer analysis in each steps.
Spatial overlap analysis refer to multiple layers create a
new layer by geometrical logic computing. The parallel strategy of vector data mainly include three ways: pipeline stack,
data parallel superposition and block type superimposed [79],
but all the ways are insufficient in load balancing and frequent communication. Theoharis used two ways which are
control parallel method and novel data parallel method to
implement the Sutherland-Hodgman polygon clipping algorithm with multiple instruction multiple data stream (MIMD)
processor [67]. Qatawneh [59] did a parallel implementation
of Liang-Barsky clipping algorithm on a pipeline network
configuration of four transputers. While Franklin [23] used
uniform grid technique and single instruction, multiple data
stream (SIMD) to parallel map overlay with good success.
Spatial network analysis calculates and analyzes the performance characteristics of the network on the basis of
network topology relationship, such as the connected relation
between node and node, node and line, line and line. Spatial
network analysis mainly includes the shortest path, center location and vehicle routing problem (VRP) algorithm.
The shortest path adopts parallel strategy of combining data
segmentation and accelerate methods [15,40,66]; p-median
positioning parallel algorithm mainly includes parallel scatter search algorithm [25,82] and parallel GRASP algorithm
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Functional category

Characteristics of parallel algorithms

Spatial Index

Mainly based on R tree search to generate multiple path plan, and through the
R tree is decomposed into each sub tree or maintenance of R tree copies and
mapped to each computing node, in order to reduce the retrieval system
dependence on the root node and improve the efficiency of cable lead;
Balancing of tasks and the index of load are unable to simultaneous

Calculation and analysis
of spatial relations

Spatial relations computing easier to realize the parallel

Overlay analysis

Has good parallelism, but the accuracy of the algorithm is slightly less,
although the realization of parallel superposition analysis, but in the parallel
strategy, load balancing scheduling, node communication management is
deficient

Buffer analysis

Has good parallelism, but did not give specific method for data or task
decomposition, the accuracy and nuclear distribution also were not
considered in the calculation of nodes within the computing task, and can
not fully use mufti-core and mixed cluster hardware resources

Network analysis

Network parallel algorithm performance has not been tested by geography
application, the parallel efficiency is still needed further determination

[20]. Parallel algorithm for VRP mainly includes parallel iterative abut search [12] and parallel local search mathematical
programming algorithm [29].
The current characteristics of vector parallel algorithms
researches are summarized in Table 3 according to the classifications mentioned above.
4.2 Parallel algorithms of raster data
Research on parallel algorithms of raster data has been carried out earlier than vector parallel algorithm. Guan and Clark
achieved a more generic raster geographic parallel algorithm
for computing programming tool library based on MPI which
has been applied to the simulate cellular automate. In view
of application, the raster algorithms can be divided into basic
raster analysis, terrain analysis, cluster analysis, remote sensing analysis and so on.
Basic raster analysis computes and analogizes the raster
cell, and easy to parallel. Bader [5] completed the parallel
algorithms for image histogram and connected components,
while Boukerram [11] made the mathematical morphology
parallel algorithms at the pixel level and sub image level.
Digital terrain analysis (DTA) is a data information
processing technology of terrain attribute calculation and
feature extraction based on digital elevation model (DEM).
In view of DTA, Bader [87] studied the parallel connected
domain algorithm, Gong [26] made a parallel extraction of
drainage networks from large terrain data sets using high
throughput computing, while Ortega completed the parallel
drainage network computation on CUDA.
Spatial clustering analysis divides the similar geometry
objects into the same group. Since the Computational cost
is larger, the are many parallel studies about it. The parallel
researches mainly include parallel minimum spanning tree
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clustering [60], pPop algorithm [14], the adaptive clustering [54], the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm based on
data decomposition [44], the parallel fuzzy c-means cluster
analysis [52,53] and so on.
Remote sensing digital processing carries out a series
of computer operations for remote sensing digital images
to obtain the expected results. With the development of
high resolution technology, the amount of remote sensing image becomes more huge, and the parallel researches
becomes more popular, such as parallel classification algorithm departmentalization [32], P-PCA [34] and NIPALSPCA, GS-PCA parallel algorithm based on GPU, parallel
FFT transformation [32].
Besides the academic researches, there are some other
real parallel applications in business GIS software, such as
parallel map tiling in SuperMap [61].
The current characteristics of raster parallel algorithms
researches are summarized in Table 4 according to the categories mentioned above.
4.3 The summary of parallel spatial analysis algorithms
in GIS
From the above analysis, the current studies on the parallel of
the spatial analysis algorithms are presented as follows: (1)
The parallel algorithms and methods are varied, but there is
not a simple or public parallel way, so that the parallelization
of serial algorithms is not popular enough. (2) Although there
are a lot of parallel algorithms, they can not be integrated
into one system for there is no standardized interface. (3)
Most of the existing parallel algorithms are implemented for
a special parallel environment, which are universal. (4) The
mainstream commercial GIS, such as ArcGIS and SuperMap,
and high performance GIS, such as CyberGIS, both only
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Table 4 Characteristics of vector parallel algorithms
Functional category

Characteristics of parallel algorithms

Basic raster analysis

Most of them are realized by singal pixel or
sub neighborhood window, easier to
implement efficient departmentalization

Terrain analysis

In relation to global compute, difficult to
parallel

Clustering analysis

Computational cost is larger, involving global
operations and inter process communication

Remote sensing
anlasis

Large calculation, but easier to parallelize,
usually divided the image into sub image
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provide a few parallel algorithms, and do not provide largescale parallel computing functions or algorithms library. So,
the research on the algorithm of parallel spatial analysis is
very extensive. As far as a single algorithm is concerned, it is
very mature, but as a whole, spatial parallel algorithms of tool
has not yet reached the level of available algorithms library.

5 Parallel processing in GRASS: a case study
geographic resources analysis support system (GRASS GIS)
is a free, open-source GIS, which is widely used in processing
raster, topological vector, image and chart data, etc. Also,
they are server parallel researches on it. So, we take parallel
processing in GRASS as a case.
5.1 GRASS GIS introduction
The development team of GRASS is a multinational group
consisting of the developers from many countries and areas,
and GRASS is one of the original eight software projects of
open source Geo-Spatial foundation. GRASS GIS has a clear
Hierarchy architecture which are conducive to code reuse and
easy to parallelize, and various algorithms and functions are
encapsulated into the upper module, such as raster module,
vector module, image module, etc. The software architecture
of GRASS is showed in Fig. 5.
5.2 Current state of parallel GRASS
So far, many researches of the GRASS has been conducted
in many aspects, such as parallel system architecture, data
partition strategy, and separate algorithms, etc.
In the aspect of architecture, according to the multi-user
characteristics of the GRASS GIS, Huang [35] encapsulated
the GRASS modules and put forward multi-user parallel
model (MUPM), making multiple GRASS users which are
distributed in different nodes, carry on the subtask processing
in parallel.

With respect to data partition strategy, the raster data
adopts partition ways in lines or blocks, whereas for vector
data, there is no parallel strategy has been proposed.
As to single GRASS algorithm parallelization, Huang
[35,36] presented the parallelization of inverse distance
weighted (IDW) interpolation algorithm and the shortest path
algorithm. Khter [2] used MPI, openMP, Ninf-G programming to compare the remote sensing algorithm efficiency
based on HPC, such as vegetation indices. Aim to develop a
parallel radio-coverage prediction tool, Lucas [6] presented
a new approach that adopted an external database to improve
the communication overlap, and to reduce the idle times
for the worker processes, which exhibits better scalability
than the traditional master-worker approach. Osterman [55]
implement the r.cuda.los module by using parallel computation on the NVIDIA CUDA graphic cards.
GRASS research organization also begins to introduce
the openMP to the GRASS module for large scale data
manipulation, and parallelizes the GRASS partial differential
equations library (GPDE) and gmath library.

5.3 Our study on the parallel GRASS
Our team also have done some researches in GRASS parallelization. We have accomplished a more ideal parallel
GRASS architecture [17], which adds MPI layer, parallel
interface layer, parallel scheduling management layer to the
original structure. With our architecture, scale of parallel
grass modules can be implemented without difficulty. Based
on algorithm feature, We put forward entity partition and
results partition. We have also parallelized nearly twenty
GRASS algorithms, which include buffer analysis, overlay
analysis, interpolation, hydrological analysis and so on. In
this way, we have built a simulative space location application with parallel buffer and overlap algorithms with a New
York vector data set which is over 2 GB, while the the original
GRASS could not process such big data.
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5.4 The summary of parallel GRASS
From the above studies, we can see that the parallelization of
GRASS mainly focuses on raster algorithms, and little attention paid to the parallelization of vector algorithms, system
architecture and data partition strategy. The parallelization
study of GRASS although is rarebut it is gradually entering the stage of development. In future, the parallel GRASS
facing on spatial big data will be a new research field.

6 Problems and perspective on future work
Despite there are many existing studies on parallel GIS for
large scale, many technical limitations and challenges remain
for their implementation.
6.1 Problems and future work in architecture
So far, although several parallel GIS architectures have been
designed based on the HPC cluster or Hadoop cluster, most of
these architectures are still in the stage of design and experiment. A recognized and practical application of parallel GIS
system architecture has not been formed yet. In the era of big
data, the future work in terms of the parallel GIS architecture
may include efficient distributed storage and management
strategy for big spatial data, convenient integrated strategy for
large scale parallel spatial analysis algorithms, simple expansion strategy for geoprocessing flow and system architecture
design of software and hardware integration. Parallel GIS can
be the extension node to provide computational support for
grid GIS, cloud GIS, and can also be used as an independent
system, implementing GIS application’s efficiency.
6.2 Problems and future work in data partition strategy
Raster data structure is simple and it’s partition strategies are
well developed, which have taken into account the load balance and spatial aggregation of data. With respect to vector
data, due to the complex structure and compact topological
relationships between objects, there didn’t form a common
partition strategy for the vector data yet. Many problems
remain in the currently strategies. Firstly, it is difficult to reconcile the balance of the amount and spatial aggregation of
data. Secondly, the features of the vector object’s characteristics of cross-regional coverage has rarely been considered.
Thirdly, spatial association between data sets with a large of
data to calculate simultaneously. In the future work, more
attention should been paid to a strategy which is compatible with both spatial aggregation and calculation balance,
entity integrity, and databases spatial association, in order to
improve GIS algorithm parallel efficiency on the data decomposition.
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6.3 Problems and future work in parallel processing
algorithms
The present situation of the algorithm can be summarized
into two aspects. On one hand, the parallelization of rasterbased spatial analysis algorithm is relatively mature while
parallelization of vector-based analysis algorithms is still in
the early stage. Most of the vector-based research is for specific algorithm which is not systematic and far from actual
application. So, great efforts should been paid to complete
the parallel transformation especially for each vector-based
spatial analysis algorithms and to add a large number of
experiments and debugging of parallelized algorithms for
better parallel efficiency. On the other hand, the object of the
parallel algorithms is mainly the traditional static, formative
spatial data, and can not meet the application requirements
of large spatial data. In future, there will be at least two studies we should do. One is that, for the most direct parallel
of spatial analysis algorithms combined with data partition
strategies, we should present a relatively easy way for parallel implementation on the system level so as to reduce the
difficulty in the development of the GIS algorithm, the other
is that more and more parallel spatial analysis algorithms,
parallel spatial data mining algorithms should be developed
for big spatial data that with the feature of volume, velocity,
variety, veracity and value.

7 Conclusions
This paper provides a perspective on the current state of parallel GIS for spatial big data. We firstly summarize the progress
of the GIS architecture which are based on HPC cluster and
Hadoop cluster. Then we summarize the current spatial data
partition strategies and progress of the special parallel GIS
algorithms. Next, parallel processing of GRASS, an open
GIS software, is illustrated as a case study of parallel GIS.
In the end, The key problems and future potential research
directions are addressed, such as a parallel GIS architecture
incorporated with efficient storage and computing, dynamical business work flow combination, a multiplicity balanced
data partition strategy and a relatively easy parallel way in
the system level.
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